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ABSTRACT. The paramagnetic and diamLnetic susceptibilities of a fwo dimensional 
free electron gas have been calculated and th,.restllts oompared with the susceptibilities of a 
three dimensional assembly. 
The first application of Fern~i-Dirac statistics was made by Pauli (1927) in 
discussing the paramagnetism of a free electron gas. It was shown by Landau l 
(1930) that on the basis of quantum mechanics there was also a diamagnetic 
contribution to the magnetic susceptibility, although on the basis of classical 
mechanics there should be no such effect. The paramagnetic effect arises due to 
the spin magnetic moment and the diamagnetic effect due to the quantization of 
the motion of the electron in a magnetic field. The temperature dependence of 
these eITects has been investigated recently· amongst others by Stoner!! (1935). 
In the first part of the paper expressions for the paramagnetic susceptibility for 
the two dimensional case are obtained. The case of diamagnetism is discussed in 
section 2· 
I. Paramagnetism :-In this section we shall consider the paramagnetism 
of a free electron gas and ignore the diamagnetism which is considered in the 
next section. When an external magnetic field H acts on the assembly of the 
electrons, the magnetic energy of an electron will have only two values-either 
+ HI' if the spin is parallel to H, or - HI' if the spin is anti-parallel to H, where I~ 
denotes the Bohr magneton and is given by 
eh ( ) p.= --. I 4rr1nC 
The magnetic moment 1\1 produced by'the magnetic field H can be determined 
as usual from F, the free energy, by the relation 
M= -( ~'~)T'V ' 
* Communicated by the Indian Physical Society.1 
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and we obtain, proceeding in the usual way, the result * 
F' () + (3~ Fill () 
M - N,u.2H[~~~ __ -~_6. ___ -:--12~J p---- (32 
k1' F,-l(I))+ __ 1_ F"'-J(I)) ... 
2 
where 
In the above expressions s has to be put equal to 3 for the three dimensional 
non-relativistic case, and eqnal to unity for the two dimensional non-relativistic 
case. 
o However, the magnetic moment can also be determined in a more straight 
forward way by using the Gibbs free energy instead of the Helmholtz free energy 
·F, and this is equivalent to using the generalised form of Boltzmann's law. In 
the presence of the magnetic field, let Nt denote the number of electrons in the 
assembly possessing spins parallel to H (magnetic moment opposite to H) and N-
possessing spins antiparallel to H, and let the difference between them be denoted 
by x, i.e., Nt=N_-x. 1'hen from a well-known theorem ill thermodYIlamicst 
we have 
or 
2,u.H log At - log A = -,--, i.e., 
- 1.01' ' 
-2,u.H 
A---, '1'---
_+ == l' I( 
A_ (5) 
where A+ and A_ arc the distribution parameters (absolute activities) for the 
N + electrons and N - electrons respectively, and are related to IJ of the equation 
above by the relation '7+ =log At, '7-= log A_. 
We first consider the non~degenerate case. 
In non-degeneracy 2~~ <:<1, and the terms in equation (5) can be expanded 
in a series. We have, since (3= + T, in Fermi-Dirac statistics, inverting the 
series in (12) A.+ 
(6j 
• Stoner (1935). Stoner's resulf is for the special case of s=~-(Non.relativistir 3 dimensional 
case). 
t ·tpkT=kT log A is called the chemical potential. 
:: (12) A refers to equation (12) of the paper on ' Thermodynamic functions for two dimen-
sional quantum statistics.' 'A' attached to an equation number will have the same significance 
in the rest of the paver. 
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where 
... (8)* 
... (9) 
.•. (to) 
... (11) 
which gives, after a little algebra, 
\I [ 2H2 ] M=f\x=f :f-"" I-alAl-2(IL2-all1jA12_k ~2tr2""" , 
since x is the number of Bohr magnetons contributing to the magnetism of the 
assembly. In non-relativistic non-degeneracy, therefore, substituting the values 
of 41 and all for s=~. corresponding to the three dimensional case, 
:where 
M3:="~2H~[I_~L_ +( ___ 2 __ 2:_)A1 2_&.. ...... ], ... (14) 
kT 23/2, 33/2 4 3 
(J _ J'H 
1"1- kT' 
• In three dimensions S=3/2 and 
and in two dimensions 5'"'1 and 
where" represents the area, g "" 2 for electrons. 
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The two asymptotic expressions (24) and (25) meet for T=To2 and the ex-
pressions (26) and (27) meet for T=To8' 
It will be at once noticed that, for T>ToJ', the non-degenerate equation (24) 
and (26) will give a better approximation than (25) and (27). For T<'l'ol', it is 
'ilice'Versa. ToJ' is caBed the degcncracy temperature. When V=2, i.e., for the 
two dimensional case, ,ve have from equation (22) 
€ N n*h2 T 02 = ___ o~ == --= ---- . (29) 
k Dk 4rrmk ' 
amI, for the threl: dimensional case', TO:i is given by 
2 
60' h'2 n:l T - "--- --0:,- l{s -4mk l! I 
,,:13 :\ 
Hence To~ _ n~( rr )~ 
-'1'02 - n* 3 ' 
... bo\ 
where TO:l is the degeneracy tcmperaturc in three dimensions and To 2 in two 
dimensions. 
2. Diamagnetism :-We consider the case in which the electron gas is 
restricted to move in a plane, the maglletic field H being at right angles to this 
plane. The electrons move in circular orbits and the possible values of energy 
for any electron (excluding spin energy) are given by El = 21lH(i + t), where I is 
any integer. 
The number of states with the given quantum number I is determined in the 
following way. When the field is applied, the electrons group themselves into the 
nearest quantized energy level. The condition that this energy level has the 
quantum number I is that the energy -~ of the electrons in the absence of the 
2m 
field (p is the momentum of the electron in the plane) lies in the range 
p2 
21lHI :::;- _. :::; 2p.H(l + 1). 
2m 
And hence, if (T denotes the area of the plane containing the electrons, the COlres-
ponding area of phase space is 21rcrpdp=4rrcrmIlH. Allowing the weight factor 
g for each h2 of phase space, we have the number of states possible 
Therefore* • 
_ 4lTcrmJtH _ eHcr 
-g. h2 - g·Ck· 
• Stoner, loc.cit • .Cl is the partition function. 
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Using Euler's formula ~ 1(I+i) = f(x)dx-~ f'(x) + ......... , '-b-l 5b \ \b 
'-a 24 a 
a 
we have, 
where f3 1 =-~~. Putting 2!31X=U and s~l1plifying, 
we have 
Therefore, 
and 
"1rm (r· 2 I' n= - .~. g (kT)2 F (.,\:-.Pl ._-_. [ '\ 12 I ·,~r 6 -71 
, ~ e +1 
" 
N - I a u _ 21r!" gfT J T . ( ) --.~-. - ,- ., .. ". ,~ Fo fJ, 
kT a'i h; 
= _N 142~ 
3 kT 
I I 
Fu('I) e -'I + 1 
... J. 
In non-degeneracy A=e1J «I, Fo(Il)=A, and therdore to a first order 
N IL, ~H Mil = - 1 r 
3 l/f 
In degeneracy Ii» I, F o('1) = 'I and to a first onler 
But from equation (22), for 7]»1. 
Nh2 
ffo2=1IkT=····----··· , 
g.21l''I1l(r 
and therefore, in degeneracy, 
2 
Hence the particle susceptibility for two dimensions is given by X2 = -1. . kT' for 
2 3 
the non-degenerate case and X'2= -If-. 4:': for the degenerate case, where n* is 
3 h n 
~he number of electrons per unit area. 
